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"There is no evidence of counterfeit ballots or any other 

 wrongdoing among Fulton’s absentee votes," 

The Fulton County ballot inspection complaint has produced four sworn 

affidavits of counterfeit ballots by senior poll managers, two corroborating 

affidavits from audit monitors and 3 affidavits for 3 boxes of near 100% Biden 

batches,  a statistical implausibility 

"There is no evidence of widespread fraud in the 2020 election," 
[Georgia] 

In addition to the above, publicly available hand count audit data shows 
thousands of duplicate and counterfeit ballots exist in other counties 

"For the past seven months, a group of Republican lawmakers have 

engaged in efforts to cast doubt on Georgia’s election integrity and 

overturn the results of a 2020 presidential race…" 

Lawmakers actually are engaged in an effort to investigate the allegations of 

potential fraud that occurred in the November 2020 election as explained above 

and their efforts will     improve voter trust 

"Last month, a lawsuit backed by a well-known conspiracy 

theorist seeking to inspect 147,000 absentee ballots in Fulton 

County for evidence of counterfeits..." 

The "conspiracy theorist" led the Free GA400 project to remove the toll and filed 

a successful lawsuit that forced Gwinnett County to turn over ballot images for 

the August 2020 runoff 

"Georgia’s state Senate has been ground zero for election 

misinformation since even before the election was certified for 

President Biden." 

The Georgia State Senate Judiciary Subcommittee conducted December 3rd 

hearing and December 30th hearing that revealed significant issues of potential 

fraud and errors in  the November 2020 election 

"Beach, Jones and Matt Brass (R-Newnan) were each stripped of 

committee chairmanships for their roles in pushing false election 

claims..." 

The Senators lost chairmanships after seeking to ensure that the evidence and 

claims mentioned above were properly investigated, not for “pushing false 

election claims” 

"...some candidates have adopted a campaign strategy of feeding 

into lies and misinformation about the election process..." 

The candidates referenced have adopted a campaign strategy of election 

transparency which has become a top concern of voters, not “lies” 

"Vernon Jones, a former Democratic state lawmaker-turned-Trump   

supporter, is mounting an insurgent campaign to defeat Gov. Brian 

Kemp in a primary next year on the grounds that Kemp did not do 

enough to throw the election for Trump." 

The grounds for challenging Brian Kemp involve concerns that he is not doing 

enough to investigate the claims and evidence of potential fraud in the 

November, 2020 election and January, 2021 runoff as explained above 

"Falsehoods about the election dominate the primary race for 

secretary of state,..." 

Evidence from the two previous elections and concerns about future elections 

dominate the primary race for Secretary of State, not “falsehoods” 

"Jones ramped up the pressure for a so-called “forensic audit” of 

Georgia’s election system (something election experts say cannot 

be done in Georgia) while attacking Kemp." 

The referenced article entitled “How Georgia Could Conduct a Forensic Audit of 

the November’s Election” cites experts to explain how a forensic audit can be 

done instead of how it ”cannot be done” 

"U.S. Rep. Jody Hice’s (R-Greensboro) campaign for Raffensperger’s    

post was launched with Trump’s support on the premise of false 

claims about the election." 

U.S. Rep. Jody Hice's campaign was launched on the premise of accountability and 

responsibility in the office of Secretary of State 

"Hice, one of the leading proponents of election misinformation in 

Congress,..." 

Hice is a leading proponent of election integrity, not “misinformation” 

"While the conspiracy-driven positions of candidates such as Jody 

Hice…" 

Hice's positions are evidence driven, not “conspiracy driven” 

"Two of the most visible proponents of misinformation about 

elections are Burt Jones, ... and Beach,…” 

Senators Burt Jones and Brandon Beach are visible proponents of election 

integrity and transparency, not “misinformation” 

"...attending unofficial legislative hearings that spread conspiracies 

about the election, Jones…" 

In addition to Senate hearings above, the House Government Affairs Committee 

held a hearing to gather major evidence, not “spread conspiracies”  

“The legal attempts all failed due to a lack of evidence, so now this 

[audit] situation is attempting to create evidence that does not 

exist to simply continue the lie,” 

Many legal efforts are still ongoing. The proposed audit would uncover evidence 

to verify whether or not the November 2020 and January 2021 election results 

were accurate, not “create evidence to continue the lie” 

"Georgia isn’t the only state that has seen a push to overturn the 

election and destabilize trust in the voting systems." 

Verifying the accuracy of election results serves to rebuild trust people have lost 
in our voting systems, not “destabilize trust” 

"Republican lawmakers in Georgia and four other battleground 

states — Arizona, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin — have 

spent months chasing false claims of fraud" 

Lawmakers are attempting to investigate legitimate evidence of potential 

election   fraud that occurred in the battleground states and are not “chasing 

false claims of fraud” 

"As the official platform of the Georgia Republican Party zeroes in 

on pushing discredited claims about voting and elections,…" 

The platform seeks to resolve unanswered claims about voting systems and 

elections. It is not “pushing discredited claims about voting and elections” 
 

Fact check for "Election Deniers Setting Sights on Higher Office" by Stephen Fowler and David Armstrong - originally published at GPB.Org on June 10, 2021 
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